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UTPA faces $5.6 million in cuts
Workstudy, othe r prog rams to become extin ct

"cutting down to the bone," Trejo said.
The Act will eliminate the worlcstudy
Editor
program and $932,000 which currently pays
for the salaries of 800 students.
The Supplemental Educational Opportunity
This university could lose up to $5 .6 million
in financial aid if Congress passes the Welfare Grant (SEOO) will also be cut, eliminating
Reform Act that will be on the Senate floor $718,000 and affecting approximately 750
sometime this month. The Act, which is a part students.
The Perkins Loan Program is also on the
of the Contract with America, has already
cutting board. The university could lose the
passed in the House.
According to Financial Aid Director, Arnold $478,000itreceivestoloanoutto500students
io, UTPA could lose about 17.5 percent of every year.
This Act. not only cuts several campus$32 million university financial aid
based programs but it also eliminates financial
age.
1th 80 percent of the student body on aid to legal immigrants or students who are
:,0me type of financial assistance the cuts are permanent aliens.

Arminda Munoz

also proposing the elimination of loan interest
In addition to (the cuts), subsidiaries."
This means students would have to pay the
they are also proposing
interest rate on loans as soon as the loan is
accepted instead of paying the interest until
the elimination of loan
after graduation.
interest subsidaries.
"Students will acquire 15 to 20 percent
Arnold Trejo more loan debt," Trejo said.
Also, Trejo said that the cuts will affect the
Financial Aid Director
university's enrollment.
"Obviously if students don't have the
"The Welfare Reform Act has an
immigrants,"
legal
financial resources, they might cut back on
amendment that will impact
Trejo said. Currently, 960 students are legal hours and go to school part-time," he said.
One workstudy student agreed with Trejo.
immigrants.
in
million
"The cuts are going to put us in a bind,"
"What we're looking at is $5.6
are
they
that,
to
Eduardo Gonzalez, medical technologyjunic.cuts," Trejo said "In addition

from McAllen said. "The cut will eliminate
my whole source of income and I'll have to
cut down on my hours so I can get a job and
pay for my bills."
The university administration is taking steps
to inform Congress about the effects of the
Welfare Reform Act on students.
President Nevarez will join the Hispanic
Association of Colleges and Universities at
Washington D.C. May 3 - 5 to meet with
several key Congressmen. HACU members
are universities which have a Hispanic
enrollment of least 25 percent.
"We can't lobby," Nevarez said. "But we
can tallc to Congressmen and show the impact
the act will have on our students."

Registration cont inue s;
SSI emergency loan
deadline May 3
Arena registration in the University
Telephone registration for the first
will be June 2 for fJISt summer,
Fieldhouse
April
Friday,
end
will
summer session classes
summerandAug. 23-24 for
second
for
11
July
session
swnmer
second
the
28. Registration for
fall.
for
30
June
and
9
June
will continue through
The processing is conducted on a fJISt
the fall semester.
first serve basis and will continue through
come
schedule
a
to
according
register
Students
or until funds run out. The loans are
16
May
name.
their
of
letter
first
the
on
based
Payment of tuition and fees for phone only for the payment of tuition and fees only.
Application forms will be availablP.<iuring
registration is due May 16 for the first summer
session, June 23 for the second summer the application periods at the Loan Collections
Office in room 214 of the Administration
session, and July 28 for fall.
Phone registration will not be available Building.
A non-refundable $15 processing fee is
May 12-June 5, however, because the
university will be transferring files and data to required when the application is turned in at
a new computer system. Students must meet the Payments and Collections Office in room
the payment deadlines to reserve the courses 115 of the Student Services Building.
Students with outstanding obligations
for which they have registered.
Emergency Tuition and Fee Loan such as overdue loans or parking or library
application processing for the first summer fines are not eligible for emergency tuition
session will be held Wednesday, May 3, June loans.
First summer session classes begin
7 for second summer session, and July 5 for
Monday June 5.
the Fall semester.
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Sophomores Salomon Pinzon and Laura Saldana go over the details of a car colllslon whh a UTPA officer, Monday
In parking lot B In front of the Unlvershy center. No one was hun.

UPB conc ludiS : S:~m~~t,r With
Cinco ;de·Mayo '.c elebr ation
Jessica Coder
Staff

The University Program &
Board (UPB) is often responsible
for providing student events and
special features for our
entertainment. As the semester
draws closer and closer to an end,
UPB bas wrapped up one last
batch of events to see us to the end
of our spring semester.
"I enjoy doing (these events),"
UPB President Dalinda Garcia
said. ''It's challenging. They give
the student body time to relax
between the the busy days of
working, tending families, and

course loads on campus."
Today, Earth Day wiU be
celebrated at the UC circle from
noon to 1 p.m. A contest will feature
outfits made or recyclable goom
and designed by students or student
organi:zations.
Prizes will be awarded. However,
applications must be picked up at
UC303.
This event will be sponsored by
the University Program Board,
which alsocovers major issues such
as AIDS awareness and women's
and environmental issues.
On Tuesday, the Coffee House
series will have an open mic.-ophone
night. All students, faculty and staff
who would like to participate will

have 15 minutes to take the stand
and steal the spotlight. As usual,
free coffee will be served. This
event will be sponsored by the
Bacchus Gamma Student

Organization.
On , April 27, the last of the
Coffee House performances for
this semester wm feature the
musical group Naked Pop.
On April 2?, a Child Day Picnic
will take place at the UC circle. It
isopen to all students, faculty, and
staff with children. To entertain
the children, numerous events will
take place. Among these are
children's' games such as sack
races and face painting. and music.

SeeUPB

pg.3

UTPA's Hispanic population
tops state public universities
This university continues to lead
the state as the Texas public university
with the highest enrollment of and
highest percentage of Hispanic
students.
"It is predicted that the Hispanic
population is going lO be the major
work force of the state," Dr. Miguel
Nevarez, president ofUTPA said. "It
is extremely important that proper
education be afforded to Hispanic
students, and it is important that
opportunities and degree programs
be offered where the larger Hispanic
population exists."
A recent analysis by the Texas
Higher Education Coordination
Boards show that in fall 1994, UTPA
had 12,000 Hispanic students, 87.27

percent of the total enrollment of
13,750.
Other Texas universities with high
numbers and percentages of Hispanic
students are UT El Paso with 10,773
or 62.68 percent Hispanic students
and Laredo's Texas A&M
International University, where 84.57
percent of the 1,964 students are
Hispanic. At UT Brownsville, 78.68
percent of the school's 2,205 students
are Hispanic. A comparison with fall
1993 figures shows UTPA's Hispanic
enrollment also is increasing faster
than its overall enrollment. Since fall
1993, overall enrollment increased
by 48 students while Hispanic
enrollment increased by 113.
Hispanic and African-American

New SG A officers take command
Elections produced the usual low voter turnout

David Waltz
Staff

The results of the Student
Government Association elections
held last week are official. The
winning parties took their oath of
office earlier this week in the
University Center.
Princess Garza, chief justice of the
judicial council, swore in the new
president, vice president and senators.
The election poll results, supervised
by Sandra Rosales, coordinator of
student development and Eduardo

Goni.alez, student manager, indicate
only 2.5 % of the student body voted.
''This is the normal voter turnout,"
Sandra Rosales said. "We have tried
different things in the past to increase
student participation, but it has always
been this low."
The race for SGA president and
vice president was an easy win for
Joseph Leonard and Danny Garcia
over Austin Colina and Ryan M.
DeYonker. Leonard/Garcia received
61 % of the vote while Colina/
DeYonker received 39% of the vote.
"We are happy about the results,"

We have tried
different things in the
past to increase
student participation
but it has always
been low.
Sandra Rosales
Student Development
Danny Garcia,SGA vice president,
said. "I wish we would have had more
time lO campaign. There was a time

limit and if we had more time •we
could have set up a debate. I think that
is one of the reasons for the low voter
turnout"
The most contested race was
between Melissa Goni.ales and April
Lopez for UPB Vice President.
Melissa Goni.ales won by one vote,
146-145.
The majority of the senator races
went uncontested. All undergraduates
who ran for a senate seat won, while
the one graduate senator seat had two
candidates, Yolanda Lopez and
Pandora Patton. Yolanda Lopez won

with 78% of the vote while Pandora
Patton received only 22%.
The publications committee's two
seats were had three people vying for
them. Pandora Patton received 35%
of the vote, Lee Keys received 33%
and Truman Campbell received 31 %.
Seven ballots were voided from the
election, but according to Sandra
Rosales they didnotaffect the election
results.
AccordingtoSGAPresidentJoseph
Leonard there are still twelve senate
seats lO be filled and filling those is
one of the first things on the agenda.

enrollment accounts for a growing
proportion of Texas public university
enrollment
Statewide,Hispanicsmadeup 17.57
percent of the university enrollment
in fall 1994, up from about 16.71
percent in fall I 993, the 13th
consecutive year of increase,
according to the Coordinating Board
figures.

Also in fall 2994, 8.86 percent of
the state public university students
were African-American, up slightly
from 8.83 percent in fall 1993.
According to the Coordination
Board, the proportion of AfricanAmerican students also has increased
in the last five years, although at a
slower rate than for Hispanics.
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Fro111 the Editor

Financial aid cut rejection
best hope for students
The Welfare Refonn Act, as it has been called, has passed the House and now
awaits approval from the Senate. While the act will greatly reduce welfare system
programs such as food stamps and the special housing projects, it will also have a
disastrous affect on the funding of all colleges and universities throughout the country,
including this university where 80 percent of the students receive financial aid of some
type. We believe that this act goes against everything for which students work so hard.
It should be shot down as soon as it reaches the Senate.
If the act is passed, students at thi~ cam pus will suffer major repercussions as far
their education goes. This university stands to lose $5.6 million in financial aid
oney. Programs such as the Perkins Loan, Work.study, and SEOG would be
completely wiped out. (See related article, p.1). Students will be forced to take fewer
class hours and take a part time job to pay for tuition or they will have to drop school,
take a job, and save money until they can pay for their educations.
The Pan American realizes how Republicans could consider such a program to be
a waste of money. After all, some students do not repay their loans after they graduate
The default rate has increased every year. But, Clinton's ideas about community
programs helping to pay off the loan are great ideas. One program already in effect,
AmeriCorp, relieves students from the burden of loans. Through two years of
volunteer service with AmeriCorp, students can earn tuition credit before enrolling.
While volunteering, they receive free food and housing and a monthly allowance. The
country benefits from their service and the students are not burdened by overwhelming
debts when they graduate.
Another reason cuts to financial aid programs should not be made is that college
luates earn three times more than what high school graduates earn. Financial aid
college student today will result in that graduate having three times as much
ney to spend after graduation. They also will pay more in truces, which go directly
to the government.
Yet, Congress is interested in spending money on other resources like the
development of nuclear weapons and the increase of the availability of guns. The
. Social Security Program is also costly. While this program was a great idea in the
beginning, government was not expecting people to live past their 70s or 80s. Thus,
to pay for these people's Social Security, money has to be taken out of our truces and
given to them.
Students on this campus need to take control of the situation and voice their
opinions to Congress. If we scream loud enough, we can turn this situation around and
make these people see that we are serious about our education. The Pan American
strongly encourages students to write letters to Congress giving reasons why it is so
wrong to cut the Financial Aid Program. After all, we put those people in office. It's
time they listen.
Write to your senator now!
Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchinson and Sen. Phil Gramm

e

A PoUsh diplomat looking after-t7.. ·n1C1e1n in i,... 81Mienied acce
Americans held in prison for illegally entering the country. No explanation was
given to Ryszard Krystosik as to why he was prevented access to the two men in
the Abu Ghraib prison.

Islamic extremists in Bangladesh set fire to a circus tent out of anger of dancing women
earlier this week. The circus tent was destroyed, killing its star perfonner, a royal Bengal
tiger, and also killing 40 circus workers.
A man• s obsession with Snapple beverages is believed to have influenced his
firing and arrest earlier this week. Kevin Simpkin was arrested for allegedly
swiping a Snapple delivery truck while dressed in a Snapple deliveryman's
unifonn. Simpkin recently lost his job at a Snapple distribution office because he sampled
the merchandise. He is described to love Snapple products.

The man who allegedly sold drugs to actor Carroll O'Connor's son was charged with one
count of possession of cocaine for sale earlier this week. Hugh O'Connor, 32, committed
suicide March 28 and Harry Thomas Perzigian,39, was arrested the day after. If convicted
Perzigian could face up to four years in prison.
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Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest oolumns. They must be signed
and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed. An address and phone number should
be induded for verification. Letters should be no more than 11/2 pages, doubled spaced and typed. Those
that are too long will not run. Letters and guest columns can be edited tor style, length, libel, grammar and
punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will not be changed. Deacline lor letters and guest columns
is 4 p .m . Monday for publication on Thursday. Letters can be brought to University Center Room 322 or
mailed to The Pan American at UC322,1201 W. University Dr., Edinburg, TX78638.
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Letter Rip!

Students need
to spend more
time studying,
professor says

Dear Editor:
Ms. Randolph states (March 30) that she
understands professors objectives. While I
A student at Midland Lee High School, who is suspected of opening fire while commend her for having the courage to print
common student complaints, I question
at the school, was treated for injuries received when other students beat him.
whether she understands our objectives.
Police say that the student had carried a gun to class and was jumped by other
WithrespecttoMs.Randolph'scomplaints:
students outside the band hall. Three other students faced questioning.
1. Students working full time should not
take 18 hours-9 hours max.. One of the biggest
A 19-year-old man was jailed in connection with the shooting deaths of two young women
mistakes our students make, especially those
and the wounding ofaman in the smallcommunity of Antioch. JasonShaneBusby,ofTylor,
who work, is taking too many hours. They end
Tx, is charged with two counts of capital murder and authorities are trying to detennine the
up failing, dropping, and not learning as much
motive of the shootings which have shocked this small Texas community.
.....______________________________ from each course as they should and could.

~PA

,.

;,

Repeating courses just costs more money
and pushes graduation back from what it would
have been had they taken a manageable course
load from the start.
I realize students want and need to graduate
as quickly as possible, but let's keep our eyes
on the prize-an education, not a piece of paper.
2. Theargument that workloads and grading
standards should be lower because our swdents
work is a specious canard. and an insult to our
students.
Three hours of university credit is 3 hours of
university credit, irrespective of whether at
UfPA or Harvard, whether by a full time or
part time student, whether in day or night
classes, whether during Fall, Spring or Summer
session, and whether a student works.
IfMs. Randolph attended other universities,
she should know that average work loads and
grading standards at U1PA are lower than
most universities.
Our students are not being overworked;
they are being underworked.
4. The vast majority of students DO NOT
spend adequate time studying. A good rule of
thumb isa MIN1MUMof3 hours ofpreparation
for each hour spent in class.
Depending on the nature of the course and
a student's level of preparation, time for
research projects or tenn papers may be in
addition to the 3 hours preparation for class.
5. Professors who work students hard do so

because they care about their students and
want them to be successful in life. Professors
with minimal workloads and low grading
standards cheat their students and are not their
friends.
We create more work for ourselves when
we require more work of our students. I
routinely work about 80 hours per week during
thesemester.Howmanyofourstudentsspend
that much time on their education? If they did,
theywouldperfonn betterand,in time, would
find the work getting easier.
6. Some of our students spend a lot of time
studying and realize little for their effort
because they do not know how to study. They
were not taught good study habits in K-12 and
have not developed them (yet).
The Leaming Assistance Centerand tutoring
program can help a lot if students will use
them. Books in the library and book store are
helpful. Most professors also are willing to
provide guidance on developing good study
habits.
Maybe students should not have to ask for
such help, but we cannot teach our courses
and teach "Good Study Habits 101" at the
same time. Maybe good study habits should
have been taught in K-12, along with such
trivial things as how to read, write, do basic
mathandengageinatleastrudimentarycritical
thought
The fact that so many of our students cannot
do these is not necessarily a reflection on
them; but it absolutely is a reflection of the
abomination that passes K-12 education in
our nation. However, as Jesse Jackson has
said: "You may not be responsible for being
down but you must be responsible for getting
up."
7. We work our students hard, not because
we are mean, insensitive, uncaring or cannot
remember what it was like when we were
undergraduates struggling to meet our course
requirements and, for many of us, hold down
a job too. We work students hard because we
know their capabilities.
We know this better than students do, not
just because we did it, but because we have
seen others do it too. Often we have more faith
our student's capabilities than they have in
themselves.
Ms. Randolph seems to believe "the highest
quality education possible" can be attained
without hard work and sacrifice. Ask members
ofany successful athletic team if their success

came without hard work and sacrifice.
Itis sadly ironic that nobody accuses athletic
coaches of working athletes too hard. Every
year football players literally drop dead on
practice fields trying to meet coaches'
perfonnance standards. I doubt any student
ever dropped from studying too hard.
As a society, we seem to be more interested
in producing winner in athletics than winners
in life. We value athletics; we do not
particularly value education. We want the
degree, but care not for the knowledge which
that degree is supposed to represent
8. We live in an increasingly nasty world.
The middle class is shrinking; the working,
poor and poverty classes are growing. There
has been a massive redistribution of wealth
from the poorest 80% of the population to the
most affluent 20%, with most of that going to
the richest 5%.
Good paying jobs are increasingly difficult
to find.
Most of our students already have at least 3
strikes against them. They are poor, Hispanic
and female. Most also have poor educational
backgrounds which do not enable them to
excel in college.
When/IF they graduate, they will be
competing against people who are Anglo,
male, middle class, and generally better
educated. If they are to compete successfully,
they must not be just as good; they must be
better.
As the feminist joke goes: "A woman must
be able to do twice as much as a man just to be
considered half as good. Fortunately, that's
not difficult."
Unfortunately, it is difficult for our students
to gain the educational background they need
to compete in an Anglo society infected with
resurgent racism.
I'm far from the most popular professor at
this University. Students avoid me in droves.
That's fine; I'm only interested in students
who have the desire and determination to
succeed in life. Whiners and slackers need not
apply.
As much asl wish I could,Icannotguarantee
that my students will not fail in life. But I can
guarantee this-they will not fail because 1
cheated them.

Sincerely,
Samuel Freeman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Political Science

The Pan American
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What's Happening!
Two students at UfPA won two of
three American Advertising
Federation(AAF) scholarships at a
district competition April 6 in Monroe,
La.
Theresa Coddington and Gloria
Perrin both were awarded a $1,000
scholarship.
"I was surprised that I got the
scholarship. My entry was submitted
at the last minute. I managed to get
three letters of recommendation the
day before Spring Break. The deadline
was the next Wednesday," Theresa
Coddington said.
The AAF chapter at UTPA
participated for the first time in the
10th district National Student
Advertising Competition.
Using the name"The Genesis
Group," the students presented an
integrated communication plan for the
Dodge Neon targeted to the college
audience.
They built their marketing strategy
around a straightforward approach to
the technological benefits of the Neon
while relating them to the emotional
bonds of friendship. Their campaign
was called "You've Got a Friend."
This theme ties in with the existing
Neon "Hi" campaign.
"It was a wonderful learning

experience," said Ann Miller Ramos,
president of the Advertising Club.
"Several faculty advisers and students
told us that they couldn't believe that
this was our first time at the
competition."
Some of the schools have been
participating in the competition for
nearly 20 years.
Fifteen schools from Texas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Louisiana
took part in the competition in June in
Tampa.Fl.
According to Salma Ghanem,
lecturer in communication and club
adviser, "The competition is probably
one of the best learning experiences
for the students. They are involved in
all aspects ofadvertising from research
to creative execution. They worked
hard for seven months."
Others on the UTPA team at the
competition were Sylvia Caballero,
Mary Cuevas, ClaudiaDiBella, Nancy
De Sarro, Matthew Foerster, Jamie
Hansen, Karina Hem4ndez, Diolanda
Jimtnez, Celeste Johnson, Ida L6pez,
Ann Ramos, Kelleena Smith, Rosa
Valerio, SuzanaWilliamson and Trini
Yutlez.
The students represented the
departments of art, business and
communication.

Police Reports
Theft

Counterfeit Currency

• A tennis bag was taken from the new
tennis courts.
• A purse was taken from the ASB
computer labs. The purse was left
unattended.
• Six computer cards were taken from
three different computers at the
Engineering Labs.

Harassment
• A female student reported a male
student was harassing her on campus.

Today

25

• Mm will be held in the Campus • The UPB sponsered El Cafetal series
Chapel at noon. Communion services last events for Spring 95 are:

UPS from

p.1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"It's like a family picnic," Garcia
said. "These events are designed
especially for their needs."
On May 2, a Cinco de Mayo will be
celebrated from 10:30 a.m.-3 p.m. at
the UC Circle.
A guest speaker will express what
Cinco de Mayo represents, and Los
Palominos and a mariachi band will
provide live entertainment for the
aftttnoon event

• A student received a $ 100
counterfeit bill at the University's
Payments and Collections office.
The bill will be turned over IIO the
Secret Service.

every Mon., Wed., and Fri. at 12:45 April 25 Open microphone
p.m. Mass every Sunday at 7 p.m. in April 27 Naked Pop (Musical group)
theCatholicCenter, 1615WKuhnSL
• The Hidalgo Metropolitan Planning
• A speech will be presented by Dr. Organiz.ation,The Texas Department
Sonia Alianak on Middle East of Transportation, and CEED will
~cemalcers: Y asir Arafat and Anwar sponsor a public meeting to analyze
Sadat from noon to 1 p.m. in LA 1()(). transit for higher education. The
meeting will take place in the CAS
21
Media
Theater from noon to 1 p.m.
• The Office of Sponsored Projects,
The Office of Grants and Contracts,
and the Faculty Research Council are •• Persons interested in going with
sponsoring two-grant writing Juventud Hispana's Cultural Trip to
workshops. The first workshops will Puebla and Acapulco please contact
be held today at ASB 1.106 from 2 Efrain at 384-4973 or Patty at 381p.m. to 4 p.m. The second workshop 1232. The trip is May 16-24.
will be held on Thursday, April 27, at •• An assortment of lost jewelry,
books, and other items may be claimed
ASB l.106 from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
at the University Police Department
Please
be prepared to show ID and to
24
give
a
description
of the item you have
• The Office of Placement, Testing,
and Cooperative Education will host losL
its Annual Health Career Day at the
Ballroom fmn 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m

"As far as otha mcmbecs of the
• The Honor Society will hold a
UPB arc concerned. they work on a
mcetingnoon-1:00inLA 111. Election
volunteei' basis and look forward to of officers
will take place.
hearingcomplements from thes1ude111s
who attend the events," Garcia said.
Oops, we goofed!
An open invitation stands to all
In
our
last iss~ we misspelled
students interested in volwiteaingtheir
Assistant
Police Chief Miu
time, ideas, or assisting in any of the
Sullenger'
s
last name.
UPB projects.
We
regret
the e"or.
Feel free to drop by UC Room 116,
or contact them at 381-2266.

Have fun this summer and try
something new I

P~ion of Marijuana

Work/or
the Pan American!

American Heart •"'Association...
AMERJCAN HEART
AS.50CIATION
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

1-800-AHA-USAl

We need writers, photographers,
and editors!

For Sale: Macintosh computer and
printer, Complete system only $499.
Call Chris at 800-289-5685.
Complete Wordprocesslng Services.
Reasonable rates and fast service. Editing extra. Diane 585-0559.

T ASP/COLLEGE MATHEMA T:,
ICS. Private Tutor. Day 843-9222
Night 787-6037. Jesus Tanguma.

Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

• Two males were arrested for
possessionofmarijuana Theywerc
transported and booked at the
Hidalgo County Jail for the Cws B
misdemeanor offense. Bond was
set at $750.00.

Writlngfl'yplng Servkes: Essays, research papers and reswnes. Composition, mechanics, grammar. Tutoring.
Call 380-1563. Rush jobs.

This space provided as a public service.
C1994, American Heart Association

Model'! wanted: Catalogs, videos, international magazines, call official
swimwear illustrated cover search photographer. Clients include Ujcna, more
featured on Entertainment Tonight.
(713) 867-3927 for additional information and references.
Resort Jobs: Theme Parks, Hotel &
Spas, Mountain/Outdoor Resorts, +
morel Earn to $12/hL+ tips. For more
information, call (206) 632-0150 ext.
R58631.
The Palms Apartments. Now leasing
for summer and fall. Quick walk to
school. Leaseearly for best choice! 3830275.

It's One Of The Most Usefu l Credit Cards On The
Planet . Unless You've Stolen It.

Your MasterCard® is stolen. You panic.You

get angry. You _panic some more. Then you call and cancel it. Now the thief is
.

.

1n possession

of, oh, about seven cents worth of stolen plastic. (Maybe he can use it as a

coaster when he entertains at the hideout.) So relax. You only have

to pay for stuff that you bought, and you can even get a new card

Q
which m ust sell wallets.

• C,·r1.i111

,.,,uf,,,.,,,,

,ipply

C 1995 .\l,tJtaC,ud

J11UrnJtrt111.1J

/""''1'"'.Jli'd

the next day~ It'll be accepted at millions of locations, one of

MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money:- -

•
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Latino Film impacts Valley audiences Hollywood screenwriter visi ts campus
Special screening draws large crowd s for New Line Cinema

Jason Gutierrez

Jason Gutierrez

Arts and EntertaintMnl Editor
The crowd is silent as the first
round of previews are shown; then
suddenly the film stans, but not just
any film and not just on any night
The name of the film - My Family/
Mi Familia; and the night - a special
screening to promote the May 3rd
release of the film.
As the beginning credits begin
there are a few impressive names that
shine across the sere.en. Francis Ford
Copolla, as executiv e producer ,
Gregory Nava, writer and director,
Edward James Olmos, Esai Morales,
and Jimmy Smits also have leading
roles in this production which is about
a Latino family through the span of
three generations.
"I know that this film will break
barriers in Hollywood and all over the
world because I think the film
expresses universal themes that could
involve any family," Bobby Lemos,
Public Relation s for New Line
Cinema, said.
Lemos also said that it is important
that the film succeeds because there
has not been a successful Latino film
that has crossed over like this one has.
"From the research that we have
gathered we found out that Latinos
don't support films when lhey .first
come out, &hey wait for video which
is fine," he said, "but we ne.ed to make
some sort of impact at the box office,"
Lupe Ontiveros, who has a small
part in the movie and has appeared in
other major productions, agreed with
Lemo's views and she can't stress
how importan t it is for people to
support this film when it comes out
May 3rd.

"This is the time to make it happen
for Latinos because right now we are
in danger of loosing funding with the
Republicans in Congress and if the
N.E.A. (National Endowment for the
Arts) is cut , I hope it won't be the
end for Latino filmmak ing,"

McHi graduate offers advice to up-an d-com ing writer s
Arts and Enteratinment Editor

Actress Lupe Ontlveras promote s her new fllm Ml Famllla / My
Famlly which also starrs Edward James Olmos, Jimmy Smits,
and Esal Morales, the fllm opens nationw ide May 3rd.
Ontiveros, said.
The special screening was arranged
by New Line Cinema, CineSol, South
Texas Voter Registration, and Project
Liberty.
Evy Ledesma , CineSol board
member, said that she was excited to
be a part of the special screening
because CineSol has plans of inviting
New Line Cinema for the Cinesol
Latino Film Festival.
"I think it's important to support
films such as Mi Familia because we
have to prove to the entertainment
industry that the Latino market will
not be ignored," Ledesma said.
George Gause, CineSol board
member, agreed with Ledesma and he
also said that the film will touch a lot
of people regardless of the Latino
themes.

"I think it's important
to support films such
as Mi Familia ... "
Evy Ledesma
CineSol Board Member
"This is a very moving piece of
work and I think the essence of the
culture was captured brilliantly,"
Gause said.
Rod Villareal, Product Manager of
Tejano Entertainment at Blockbuster
Video, said that he was glad that the
film was picked up by a major studio.
"I'm thrilled that New Line Cinema
is promoting the film becau.5e they are
always on the cutting edge, but more
importan tly a major studio has
endorsed a Latino film."

One of the
first
things that
I learned
is that
writer and
directors
don't get
along.

Most people wouldn't think of
McAllen as the home of a famous
Hollywo od director or writer;
however, Bob Pool, McAllen High
school graduate, is making a name for
himself in the Hollywood scene.
Pool was in town last week to visit
his mother. While here he made a trip
to the University to talk about his
unique Hollywood experience.
"I got the movie bug in college and
Bob Pool
I just couldn't stop writing so started
Screenwriter
writing screenplays," Pool said
Pool said that he packed his bags
and headed for for Los Angeles to get quickly."
Pool collabohis name out there in the Hollywood
rated
with Lawrscene as a writer.
ence
Durante
to
"Actually I found an agent rather
finish
tile
script
quickly when I went out to Los
Angeles, howevez the trick is to find Out- break which
an agent that is going to get you work is adapted from a Bob Pool talks about his different experiences
and point you in the right direction." novel entitled In Hollywood and tells students about the pros
He attended UCLA film school and "The Hot Zone." and cons of beeomlng a writer.
eventual ly worked as a research C u r r e n t I Y ,
.
office. The film is doing well and I'm
~istant
Outbreak has been rel~ and it has pleased with the turnout of the entire
"I knew that I had to keep writing become a blockbus ter at the box
roduction."
so I had to get jobs that worked
around my writing schedules."
Pool said that of the many scripts
that he has written, only three have
613 SESAM E DRIVE WEST • HARL INGE N
been produced for either television or
film.
In associ ation with Adopt lon All1lla tes
Pool's first break came when his
script entitled Big Town was filmed,
Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care
starring Tommy Lee Jones and Matt
Dillon.
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
"One of the first things that I
learned is that writers and directors
Pregnancy Termination (1st~ 2nd Trimester)
don't get along; however , in
Morning After Treabnent
Hollywood the director, usually gets
his way so I learned my lesson rather
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling

Reproductive Services

Speakers for Bducational Programs • Adoption Service,
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(210) 428-624 2 or (210) 428-62 43
Valley: 1-800-464-1 0 17 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Depart.meat of neaJtb

B O Y B A C K DATES:
MAY 4 - 5

■

MAY 8 - 12

7:30 a.m. to 5: 30 p.m. Mon. - Thurs.:
7:30 a.m. to 5: 00 p.m. Fri.

at
OC Parking Lot
(NEW LOCATION

■

&

MAY 8-12 ONLY)

Enter oar dra
wing
.

W IN
sso.oo Cash

(10 PRIZES TO G~E AWAY)

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTOitE
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Taking A Loo k

The Flip Side
Ba4Boys
Colombia Pictures

Will Smith, Martin Lawrence
If I had been kicking, screaming
and praying for freedom, going to

see this movie would have been like
being kidnapped.
I had seen the trailer at another
movie I had the misfortune to see
recently and really hoped to avoid
this one.
Will Smith the "Fresh Price"
rapper from the early 90's and
Martin Laurence, a comic with
almost no taste whatsoever, together
in what looked to be a fairly serious
cop film.
If that wasn't bad enough, Martin
Laurence was supposed to portray a
married man.
My only thought was,
yeah ... right Nevertheless, I went

and waited in the darkness for what I
knew was going to be the dramatic
failure of the year.
On the flip side, it really wasn't
THAT bad.
Granted, the producers probably
spent about a quarter of a million
dollars too much on glass, and went
a bit over the top on body counts, but
it was amazingly alright.
Will Smith portrayed Det. Michael
Lawry, a suave, smooth-talking cop
who's only real purpose in life was to
get women in bed and solve cases. It
was a pretty straight forward cop-type
script for writers with no real talent
to speak of.
The person with talent, which
amazed me almost to the point of
cardiac arrest. was Will Smith.
Who would have guessed that the
"home-boy" from Philadelphia could
actually act.
He literally acted Martin Lawrence

off the screen, and sadly enough, put
him to shame.
Frankly, if I was Will Smith, I
would give up my TV show and stick
to the movies.
He certainly has the talent for it.
Aside from Smith, the movie
didn't really have much else to offer
that was original.
The comic moments were
cute... the action sequences were
fairly simple for such a large budget
film, but I can't actually complain.
If you're a really big action fan.
The kind with bombs flying, people
dying so much that you lose count,
men running down the street. driving
porches, car chases and large
explosions, then this one is definitely
for you.
On the other hand, if you prefer
that the movie actually have a script,
I'd skip it** Julk Randolph

Universit y Theatre presents a timeless classic
Allee In Wonderland to premiere Monday
Starting Monday the University
Theatre will transform into another
world. A children's classic will fill
the stage with timeless characters and
a timeless story; Lewis Carrol's
"Alice in Wonderland."

Director Lois Munoz's adaptation
of the children's classic will tell the
taleofAlice'sjourneyintoaworldof
illusion.
Alice is played by junior high
school student Rebecca Monroe.

Other characters include:The Mad
Hatter, Chesire Cat, the March Hare,
the Door Mouse, Tweedle-Dee and
Tweedle-Oum, Humpty Dumpty, the
Caterpillar, the Mock Turtle, the
Duchess, and the White Rabbit
"Imagination is central to our
concept of the play," says director
Muf\oz.
"The play will be performed
Monday through Saturday at 8 p.m.
and Sunday at 2 p.m. Monday
through Wednesday are Pan Am
nights. Monday and Tuesday lITPA
students with a valid i.d. will be
allowed two free admissions. ·
Wednesday through Sunday
students will be allowed one free
admission.
After the play the cast invites all
audience members to a "Mad Hatter's
Tea Party."
Tickets to the play and the Mad
Hatter's Tea Party are $10 and can be
reserved by phone at the University
Box Office, 381-3581.

rr=;;;:::;=============------_;_;_.......,;.,_

Don Juan DeMarco
New Une Cinema
Johnny Depp, Marlon Brando,Faye
Dunaway
A small, colorful city in Mexico. A
deserted, sandy white island
surrounded by crashing white waves
(and, of course, that beautiful and
innocent virgin everyone fantasizes
about).
Being the slave of a sultan's wife.
One thousand, five hundred-some
women of exquisite beauty to make
soft, passionate love to. Welcome to
the world of the ever noble Don Juan
DeMarco, the greatest romanticist
and lover of our world -or so he
claims.
What psychiatrist Dr. Michelo
(Marlon Brando) can't understand is,
if a young, handsome man such as
Don Juan (Johnny Depp) has lived
such an incredible life filled with
wondrous events, why would he try
to commit suicide?
Dr. Michelo (who Don Juan
DeMarco is really convinced is Don
Octavio deFlores) has one job to
finish before he retires: to find out
whether the life stories this
captivating young man tells him are
truly real or whether Don Juan is a
schizophrenic badly suffering from
delusions of grandeur. The tantalizing
part is, he can't tell whether the wild
stories Don Juan comes up with are
real or not, because they're so

convincing.
However, it is through Don Juan
DeMarco's vivid and colorful world
that Dr. Michelo's own reality turns
from dust into a golden sandcastle as
he re~hens his marriage and lives
out daydreams he never thought
possible.
Overall, this was a really cute
movie with an unusual twist of tales
and romance that made it quite
enjoyable.
There were a few places that
seemed to be somewhat corny, but for
the most part this movie had the entire
audience laughing and their hearts

fluttering with excitement I would
recommend this movie if you are
madly in love with Johnny Depp, or
enjoy romance movies and novels
laced with a good sense of humor.
••• Jessica Coder

Rob Roy
New Une Cinema
Liam Neeson, Jessica Lange
When I walked into the theatre,
with my tub of popcorn and coke, I
had no clue what the film Rob Roy
was about
The only backgrowid information
I had was that Robert Roy MacGregor
is a Scotish legend.
When I left the theatre, I still had
no idea what the fdm was all about.
Had it not been for the superb casting, scenery, choreography, and musical score, I probably would have
walked out thirty minutes into the
movie. Liam Neeson (Robert Roy
MacGregor), best known for his work
as Oscar Schindler in Schindler's List,
brings life to this flat character.
Jessica Lange (Mary MacGregor),
who is no no new comer co the silver
screen, shows what it takes to be one
of Hollywood's best leading ladies.
Neeson and Lange both give outstanding performances in this epic
adventure.
In addition, however, the performances of Tim Roth (Arch·bald
Cunnighan), and John Hurt (Marquis
of Montrose) arc not to be missed.
Roth's portrayal of a power hungry,
back stabbing aristocrat is definitely
one of the most memorable in the
film.
Hurt who's character is blinded by
revenge is also spectacular. Rob Roy
hit the nwnber two box office spot this
weekend, but it wasn't because of sitting on -the -edge-of-your-seat plot
that attracted audiences.
Rather it was the superb acting,
musical score, and scenery (shot en~
ti.rely in the Scottish Hills) which c31r
tivated the audience.
•• Yvonne Pra4o

The Muffs
Blonder and Blonder
Reprise Records
Punk with pop sense, crunchy
guitars and the female vocalist that
sings with a fury reminiscent of the
Ramones best describes The Muffs
debut album, entitled "Blonder and
Blonder."
Hailing out of Los Angeles, The
Muffs " Blonder and Blonder"
combines the rough vocals and
crunchy guitars of Kim Shattuck, bass
and backup vocals of Ronnie Barnett
and thunderous drums of Roy
McDonald. The songs are loud and
at times obnoxious, "Oh Nina" and
"Ethyl My Love" attest to this.
However, this type of music makes
you want to jump in a moshing pit
and let go.
Commercialized so called punk
acts such as Green Day and the
OffSpring can certainly take a few
notes on what genuine punk can
sound like without the interference of
the commercial world by listening to
"Blonder and Blonder."
Punk maybe assimilating to the
times but, fortunately for the Muffs
they've made ita point to stick to their
true sense of identity-punk or new
wave the way it was meant to be
played,
aggressive
and
uncommercialized. Lets hope they
remain that way!
RlekGat'ZII

The Pan American
is looking for eager,
reliable, and dependable students to
work with. If you
have any of these
qualities, come by
room 322 or call the
office at 381-2541

Congratulatiolls
Class of 1995!
r---------------------------------------,
HOW TO GET YOUR JOLLIES
AT COLLEGE 24 HOURS A DAY.
Open a tab at a diner.

OFFICIAL
CAPS • GOWN S
HOOD S • CLASS RINGS
ANNO UNCE MENT S

Belgian waffles and cheese fries with gravy
are deliciou s, regardless of the hour.

*

Visit a local court of law.
Plenty of seating, unique conversation and
drama that improves the later it gets.

Be the gym night janitor.
Work out at your leisure and never wait
in line for lat pulldowns or the erg.

*

Get a Citibank Classic card.
For your peace of mind, operators are
on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

AVAIL ABLE AT YOUR
The Universi ty of Texas-Pa n America n

UNIVE RSITY BOOK STOR E
Regular Hours:

7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

381-2251

Mon-Thur s

Fri
© 1995 C,t,bank (South Dakota), NA

SPORTS
Padgett named All Sun Belt Conference Verastegui misse s secon d place
Women 's Golf Coach of the Year
at Conference by two stroke s
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Carlos Ybanez

This program will
continure to improve,
we will take big steps
towards improving.

Sports Editor
In just two short years, Cindi Padgett
built the women's golf program from
scratch into a championship contender.
It was a meteoric rise that caught the
attention of everyone in women• s golf
circles.
Padgeu was rewarded for her efforts
Monday when she was named the 1995
Sun Belt Conference Women's Golf
Coach of the Year. She becomes the
first UT-Pan American coach to win
such an honor since Reid Harter was
named American South Conference
Women's Indoor and Outdoor Track
and Field Coach of the Year in 1991.
"I was very excited and surprised, "
Padgett said. "It's areal honor because
it is voted on by the coaches. I've had
so many coaches tell me that you've
gotlO be patient and that it takes several
years to build a successful program.
We've taken two or three steps at a
time."
In just the second year of the
program's existence, Padgett's team
made a remarkable progress. The
team's stroke average was 336.3 per
round, a drop of more than 48 strokes
from the previous year. The Lady
Broncs also shot their lowest round
ever, a 306, en route to a third place
finish at the Sun Belt Conference
Championship last week. Their 958
score was their lowest ever in a 54 hole
tournament.
Padgett said the struggles of the first
year helped make the honor all the

Cindi Padgett
Women's Golf Coach

Women's golf coach Cindi
Padgett.
more satisfying.
"It's always worthwhile because the
most important thing is the girls," she
said. "Nothing comes easy. You
always have a roller coaster rides. The
important thing is what the girls get
out of it, not just golf but in life."
After being hired late her first year
and competing with a team composed
largely of walk-ons, Padgett hit the
recruiting trail hard and brought in
five of the best newcomers she could
find. Among them was 18 year-old
Nancy Verastegui of Saltillo, Mexico.
Verastegui captured individual
medalist honors at the Lady Panther
Classic last November, was defeated
in sudden death playoff for the Sun
Belt title and made All Sun Belt team.

Freshman Jennifer Merino ofBastrop,
another All Sun Belt selection, Michele
Cabrera of Brownsville, Libby Gana
ofCorpusChristiandWhimey Morgan
of Austin also made major
contributions.
''The e.xciting thing is that they're
all freshmen," Padgett said. ''This
program happened to be established at
a good time for women's golf because
there were a lotofgood players coming
out of high school."
While Padgett was elated abciut this
season's results, she has set her sights
even higher for the 1995-96 season.
"This program will continue to
improve, we will take big stepS towards
improving" she said. "I don't know
whether or not next year's
improvement will be as dramatic, but
we will continue to improve as the
girls gain more experience."
Padgett was named Lady Bronc golf
coach on SepL 1, 1993. She played
collegiately at Odessa Junior College
and competed in a number of national
tournament during hercollegiatedays.

CtlOOSE TtlE APARTM ENT COMMUN ITY
TtlAT OFFERS SO MOCt1 MORE ...

* Luxurious I , 2 Md 3 bedroom
* 2 swimmlna pools
** Family
Tennis courts
and adult
BeaufifuDy IMdSCllped
* Close
to schoolsWalk to O.T.P.A.
Cabana wHh &r-B-O Pits
** 24-hour
On-site manaaementemeraency
maintenance
* Courtesy patrol

Carlos Ybanez
Sports Editor
Andrea Dobson birdied the first
holeofasuddendeathplayoffSunday
to edge Nancy Verastegui and
captured individual medalist honors
at the 1995 Sun Belt Conference
Women's Golf Championship.
Dobson, a senior from Durham
City, England who led after Friday's
opening round, trailed Verastegui by
a single stroke heading into Sunday's
action. Dobson shot 77 and
Verastegui 78 to force the playoff
after each player finished 54 hole at
226. ArkansasState'sRachel Stewart
was third at 229.
Verastegui shot 43 on the front
nine but roared back into contention
with birdies on the 13th and 15th
holes to force the playoff. On a par5 hole, Dobson reached the back of
the green in two shots, chipped within
three feet and made a birdie putt.
Verasteguilayedupshortofthegreen
on her second shot and then barely
missed a 20-shot birdie putt of her
own which would have extended the
playoff.
"Nancy played outstanding," Cindi
Padgett. golf coach said of Nany's
performance. "Nancy is a natural
golf player, she's got the mechanics
and gets the ball in the hole. Nancy
didn't lose it, Andrea just won it,"
Led by Dobson and fourth place
finisher Shirin Komecker, the Lady
Cardinals wont heir fourth straight
conferencecrown. Lamar which took
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an eight shot lead over UTPA into
Sunday's final round, shot 3()C) Sunday
for a 54-hole total of 931.
Arkansas State rallied pass the Lady
Broncs for second place by shooting
313 for a three day score of 956. After
firing an all time best 306 Saturday,
the Lady Broncs shot 328 Sunday and
finished two shots behind ASU in third
at 958. Arkansas Little Rock was
fourth at 959.
"It was disappointing to just miss
second place by those two strokes,"
Padgett said. "But this was a new
situation for our girls. They had no
experience to draw on."
"I'm thrilled with how our girls
played," Padgett said. "We set a team
record for the lowest round and lowest
54-hole score. Nancy and Libby
(Garza) set career lows and Jennifer
(Merino) and Michele (Cabrera) each
tied career lows. We really raised
some ey~brows."
Dobson, Verastegui, Stewart,
Hornecker, Lindy Donnelly of
Arkansas State and defending
champion Bresha Marsha of Lamar
each earned a spot on the All

Nancy played very
well. Nancy didn't lose
it Andrea just won it.

'

'

Cindi Padgett
Women's Golf Coach
Conference team by virtue offinishing
among the top six individuals.
Lady Bronc freshman Jennifer
Merino also closed with flurry,
shooting a 79 to equal her career low
and finish in a tie for 12th place at 243.
Merino was one of six players chosen
as at large'selections on the All Sun
Belt Conference team.
Overall, the Lady Broncs had four
oftheirfiveplayersfinish in the top 17
in the40 player field. Michele Cabrera
finished tied for 14th at 244 after
Sunday's 86 and Libby Gana was
16th at 245 after Sunday's 85. Gloria
Arismendi shot 90 Sunday to finish at
265, in 32nd place.

ANT
ED.
Plasma Donors Earn Extra Cash
.. safe clinical procedure free Lab screening
$25.00 for yourlst four donations
with in 14 days
NEW CLIENTS ONLY
NEW DONORS ACCEPTED
MON. - SAT. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
SUN. 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Alpha Plasma Center
102 S.16th Street • McAllen
682-4159
Mon-Sun

8:30 - 4:30

the copy center
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The University of Texas - Pan American
Alternative Certificatio n Prograin
Thinking Ab(lut a Career in Teaching?

~6Hlnln6 STRIHES... monTHLY!
Good Question ... and well-phrased
In today's highly competitive job market, college students
constantly face their own version of the "Chicken or the Egg"
dilemma. You need experience to get a job, but you n eed a job
to get experience ... Which comes first?
Peace Corps gives you the unique opportunity to gain both at the
same time. With programs in Business, Education, Math and
Science, Engineering, Health and Nutrition, Forestry, and the
Environment, fhere' s an assignment waiting for you.
Peace Corps offers two years of valuable international experien ce, language and cross-cultural training, paid living expenses, medical care, opportunities for graduate school, noncompetitive federal employment eligibility, an established
network of over 140,000 Returned Peace Corps Volunteers,
$5,400 upon completion of service, and much, much more.
AVAIL/IBLE AT·

MYTH ADVENTURES
3000 N. 10th St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

687-3 104

It's a big world, be a part of it.
Expand Your Horizons
Grow
Personally and Professionally

The Alternative Certification Program at UTP A offers
college graduates an opportunity to become classroom teachers
in Valley school districts ranging from Mercedes to Roma.
Qualified applicants will complete from 9 to 18 credit h ours
in Summer 1995. A paid internship during the 1995-96
academic year provides supervis ion and mentoring.

Interns mus t meet s trict entry standards:
l. a Bachelor's degree from an accredited institution

2. a minimum GP A of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale,
3. enough courses in key fields (usually 24 hours)
lo meet certification requirements,
4. College Algebra with a grade of "C" or higher.

High demand exis ts for ACP interns in:
,.
,.
,.
,.

Special Education
Elementary-Bilingu al
Elementary-ESL
Secondary-Math, Science, English

Begin Teaching in Fall 1995 with
Full Salary & Benefits!
Discover more about the ACP rou te to a teaching career
by attending the next FREE orientation workshop:

Friday, April 21st
at 6:00 p.m.
School of Education-Room 119
For more infom,ation, contact the ACP:

and above all ...

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

TO LEARN MORE.CA LL
800-424 -8580 X144

'

The Alternative Certification Program
School of Education, Room 116
1201 West Universi ty Drive
Edmburg, Texas 78539
(210) 381-3486
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Broncs' lose triple header to Trojans
Broncs season jeopardized of reaching SBC postseason tournament
Carlos Ybanez
Sports Editor
Mark Coca went 4 for 5 with two
doubles and drove in three runs to
highlight a 17-hit attack and lead
Arkansas-Little Rock to 12-2 victory.
Arkansas-Little Rock completed a
triple header sweep of the Broncs 118, 5-4 and 12-2, seriously jeopardizing
the Broncs' hopes of reaching the Sun
Belt Conference post-season tournament
UTPA grabbed a 2-0 lead in the fifth
inning on RJ. Garcia's fifth home run
of the season, a two run blast high over
the leftfield fence. But after pitching
four splendid innings, the wheels came
off for Broncs hurler Shelby Thomas
in the bottom of the fifth as the Trojans
took the lead for good.
Steve Karolewicz led off with a
double just inside the righlfield line
and Alex Slattery followed with a bunt
single which catcher Chuck Cox threw
away down the rightfield line to allow
1
•
Karolewicz to score.
The Trojans added four more runs
in the sixth off Broncs reliever Stephen
Christoph to make the score 8-2. Two
lITPA fielding errors led to three
unearned runs and Coca climaxed the
rally with an RBI double.his second of
the day and fifth of the series.
Catcher Clwck Cox had a single in
the sixth inning to extend his hitting
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catcher Chuck cox extended his hitting streak to a career high 12
games. The streak Is the longest by a Bronc.
streak to a career long 12 games. The seven game hitting streak ended as he
streak is the longest by a Bronc since went Ofor 3 with a walk
The losses dropped the Broncs two
Bill Svarino had a 12-gamer back in
behind sixth place New Orleans
games
attSiskowski's
FirstbasemanM
1985.

in the race for the final spot in the
conference tournament next month.
The Broncs (14-28, 5-10 in the Sun
Belt) are seeking to qualify for the
tournament for the first time since
joining the Sun Belt in 1991.
AftaUALR (16-19, 3-11) won the
opener 11-8, the Broncs roae homers
by Mau Siskowski and RJ. Garcia to
a 3-3 tie in the nightcap. After the
Trojans took a 4-3 lead in the fourth
inning, Chuck Cox tied the game with
a pinch-hit RBI single in the top of the
sixth.
Neither team could score in the
seventh and the Broncs left two runners
stranded in the top of the eighth.
UALR's Thad Sappington walked to
open the bottom of the eighth, was
sacrificed to second base a nd,
following an intentional walk, Slattery
laced the first pitch from Jorge Ortiz
down the right field line for the win.
Ortiz (3-7) was again a hard luck
loser, pitching his league high seventh
complete game of the season and
allowing eight hits and five runs {four
earned) while striking out seven. Ortiz
is 2-6 in one run games over the past
two seasons. The Broncs are 2-10 in
one-run games this season.
The Trojans pounded out 16 hits to
the Broncs' 14 in winning the opener.
The Trojans chased Broncs pitching
ace Jody Moore (3-6) with a six-run
second inning and never trailed in the
contest Moore allowed six runs and

seven hits in just 1 1/3 innings, his Sun Belt series opens with a single
game tomorrow at 7 p.m. Followed by
shortest stint of the season.
The Broncs return to Jodey Ramsey a double header Saturday at 4 p.m.
Stadium this we-ekend to host Western
Kentucky for the first time ever. The

Dr. a.arct.a.y's

Get Ready For
Graduatio n With...
•

Super Clalc .... ...,

DESIGNE R RESUl\1ES

"Where Our Patlent1' EY9 HHlth C - Fht
3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
317 S Broadway, Mc:Hlon 700 S. 10fl St 107 E. Mlin Sl
flo Grrdt 0~
M<Mtn
(210) 686-7435

•

21 682-3126

COVER LETTERS
Custom designed letterhead,
matching your resume

ELECTRONICS
For posting on the
"information super highway"
ADVANCED WORD

DOCUMENT STORAGE

PROCESSING

On computer disk making updates
a breeze

Unlimited resume formats
EXECUTIVE CLASS
Color printing and quality paper
products

210 ~ 7-6062

DISTRIBUTION

A complete senice,
from writing to mailouts

His'""N'""Hers

Call Rhonda

Styling Salon

682-074 9

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg • 383-9036

Be ready for your future

GAL
ALE
PAR
INSTEADOFLAW SCHOOL
In just 5 months you ciin
make you,r degree work for you

as a Paralegal.
Internships . . • Scholarships
Nationwide Job Placement

lllary Olivares
-/Openul

College Degree Required

117AS.13thst.
Bdlnburg

Call for a FREE vi9eo

383-2491

"Your Career In Law"

1-800 -848- 0550

8:30 s.m •6:30 p.m (MolJ/'liJ
8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. (Sat)

·~' i

DENVER PARALEGAL INSTITUTE
1401 19th Street • Denver; CO 80202

American Bar Association Approved

Et, PAT O
MEXICAN FOOO TO GO

;-:}::.

Customer's Choice - C h o o ! ~ ~ ~ ~ . ham or turkey on white
or wheat wi1h American or Swiss cheese, lenuce, tomato and mayonnaise.
Ham o r Turkey- $3,2S
Includes chips and pickle. Roast Beef . $3.S0

APRil. SPECIAL
"The Crisp y Plate"
(2) Crispy Corn Beef or

Subma.rines - A delicious combirultion of roast beef, turkey, ham, cono
salami, "special dressing•, tomato, lettuce, onion, American and Swiss cheese.
Includes chips, pepperoclol and pick.le. $3.9S

·············........

Barrister - Sauteed ham, turkey, cotto salami and roast beef on a kaiser roll
with melted Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, onion, mayonnaise and
mustard.
Includes chips, pepperoclol and pick.le. $3.9S

pweiii:no·ui

S
IPATO--·----TRY •EM, YOU'LL

Chicken Sandwich · Boneless chicken breast sandwich wi1h mdted Swiss
Cheese, tomato, lettuce, onion.
Includes chfps and pick.le. $4.00

1/2 Sandwich w/Soup. $3.2S

Dine In -Take Out or Delivery • Mon. Fri. 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
For faster delivery service ca.II in order early!

Chicken Tacos, Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans, &
16oz. Ice Cold Coke • . 2.

!!!

IPEaAUZINO If NAN0M:ADE FLOUR TOR'T1IJ.AI

IIRS. O'S OWN HOMEMADE RECIPES AU FOOD

LOVE'EMI

SOUPS & SALADS
CHEF - Fresh salad topped with roast beef, ham, turkey, and two cheeses,

Choice of dressing, plus crackers. $3.7S
TOSSED - Fresh garden salad w/crackers. $2.2S
SOUP OF 1HE DAY· sma.11 cup. $1.50 / large cup. $2.SO
DRINKS - Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite or Iced Tea. SS¢
DESSERT - Cookies. 60¢
Try our delicious pany tr2ys for your next gathering! Made to your order.

VAU.EY-WSDI:

)/

MADE FR£SH DAILY OH PREIIISU

•

OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. - SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
}!(=

EDINBURG • • • • 383-0725
PHARR (Bus. 83) ......• 787-7401
McALLEN (Pecan) •••••• 682-3176
McALLEN (Bus. 83) •.• 687-8269
McALLEN (N. 10th) ..• 682-1S76

BROWNSVIllE •••.• S41-0 241
MISSION ................ S8S-4S4S
WESIACO ............. 969-1 414
HARLINGEN .......... 428-6224
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Engineers to meet April 28
for problem solving seminar
The Rio Grande Center for
manufacturing at UTPA is sponsoring
a workshop on "Problem Solving for
Engineers" April 28, at the McAllen
Economic Development Corporation
at 6401 S. 33rd SL
The one-day seminar, which will
be from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., will be
conducted by Dr. Wayne Wells,
director of the Center for Manufacturing, and BrentMartin,marketing
manager for the center,
The program will include lectures
and the opporrunity to practice during
two break-out sessions with group
problem solving activities.
The course is designed for
engineers, managers, supervisors,
technicians and quality control
specialists.
"In problem solving, like almost
anything, there is a methodical or
systematic way to do it," Martin said.
"One of the most effective ways to
continuously improve quality is
through methodical, scientific
problem solving," he said. "Once you
find a solution, you standardiz.e it or
getittobeapermanentfixsohopefully
the problem doesn't pop up again."
The workshop is designed to teach
participants how to recogniz.e the three

PA director named
Physician Assistant of Year

most significant types of problems,
two techniques leading to the most
probable cause of the problem,
alternative organizations for effective
Frank Ambriz, director of the cooperative program offered by the
problem solving, and how to solve a
cooperative Physician Assistant University of Texas Medical Branch
problem and prevent its recurrence.
StudiesProgram on campus has been at Galveston. All the faculty are
The workshop is part of the
named Physician Assistant of the employees of the Galveston medical
"Engineering Mastery: Methods,
Year for the 1994 by the Texas center, but the program is expected to
Models and Mathematics" series
Academy for Physician Assistants. be a freestanding UTPA degree in
offered by the Center for
The award goes to the outstanding three to four years contingent upon
Manufacturing.
physician assistant in the state, funding, Ambriz said.
Martin said two future conferences
Physician assistants work under the
nominated by the supervising
are natural adjuncts to the problemphysicians and chosen by the TAPA supervision of a physician, providing
solving workshop. On May 25 and
some primary care medicine and
board.
26, Wells will teach a conference on
''This is quite an honor," Ambriz freeing up the physician to take care of
"Statistics for Engineers," and in the
said. "I never dreamed I would be more complicated medical problems.
last week of June, the center has
This year's TAPA meeting in Dallas
chosen. It was a total surprise when
scheduled a three-day conference on
attracted about 500 PAs, the largest
they announced it"
quality control.
Ambriz was appointed by Gov. attendance ever, according to Ambriz.
''The quality control conference will
"It drew a lot of attention," he said.
Ann Richards to be one of threePAs
build on the problem solving and
ontheTexasStateBoardofMedical "There• s an increasing interest in
statistics programs," Martin said. "A
Examiners Physician Assistant starting other PA programs across the
person who goes through all three
Advisory Council. He also works state. They want to see how sucessful
programs, by the end of the sixth day,
with local physicians providing our program is. The Valley is well
will know how to design a system to
represented."
health care to the indigent
get a good quality product"
The campus program is a
One of the Galveston faculty
The fee for the problem-solving
workshop is $99 and includes lunch. .------------- --------=z:-- ---,
For more information or to register,
call 316-7035 or 381-2120.
Registration is due one week before
1116 S. Closner
the workshop.
(1 Block North of HEB)

Qoy's @ Vivians flower <£>hop

_

__________

..

383-0871

ATTENTION
DART AFICIONADOS AND ENTHUSIASTS!!

The Valley has a formal dart league and
anyone wishing to play on or form a
new team is encouraged and welcome.
The next season is starting soon!!
Greg 585-9656
FOR MORE INFO, CALL: Dale
687_5257

Chelo 383-2087
Darrel 585-4044

•

Edinburg

&cretaries' Week

members teaching at UTPA, Dr.
Micheal Clark, was voted TAPA's
president-elect for the next year.
Another Galveston faculty member
working at UTPA, Dr. Jack Runyan,
was voted Texas board member-atlarge.
Marissa Villarreal, a student in the
program received the Kate Yturri-Byrd
Scholarship
from
statewide
competition among students.
Runyan presented a workshop on
"Exercise Tolerance Testing" that was
so popular he had to repeat it three
times and Ambriz was on a panel of PA
program directors exploring "Future
Shock or Megatrends? The State of
Texas PA Programs."
Ambriz said the number of applicants
isincreasingatallTexasPAprograms.
"That's why other schools are
considering starting programs," he said.
"Rightr.ow there are four PA programs:

Baylor, UTMB-Galveston, the UT
Southwestern Medical Center in
Dallas and UTPA. The next
program to come on line will
probablybetheUniversityofNorth
TexasHealth ScienceCenterinFort
Worth, followed by Texas Tech
and UT San Antonio. UTElPasois
also looking at it."
The PA program at UTPA is
narrowing down a field of 75
candidates to 20 students to enrool
in next year's program.
"This year we had about 400
inquiries and about 150 c_omple~ed
applications," A~bnz sa~d.
"Becauseofthegrowmgpop~an ty
of the program, Galveston estunates
this program will probabl Ygenerate
&
•
1 ,.
close to 500 1or
next years
poo •

lQUEVOY A
HACEREN EL MUNDO
CON Ml VIDA?

April 23 -: 29

Buena Pregunta ... y bien dicha

& cretaries' Day Wedneroay 26

En estos tiempos en q ue el mercado de trabajo esta tan
co m pe ti tivo, los estudiantes constan temente enfrentan s u
p ropia version del dilema de "La Gallina y El Huevo". Se
necesita experiencia p ara co nsegu ir un trabajo, p ero al mismo
tiempo se n ecesita un trabajo para conseguir experiencia.•.
l,Q ue viene primero?

~°'~9.!S-.
TM \.1a~1tn or Arr.•ae•ntnt

Secretaries' Day Balloons •
Fruit Baskets • Secretary Mugs-Corsages
Secretaries' put this ad on your bosses desk

llllll3Clllal

Peace Corps te da la opor tunidad Cmica de obtener los dos a l
m ism o tiernpo. Exis ten prograrnas en Negocios; Educaci6n;
Matematicas y Ciencias; Ingcnieria; Salud y Nutrici6n; Foresta!;
y el Medio Ambiente . H ay una asignaci6n esperandote.
P eace Corps te ofrecc d os aftos de valuosa experie n cia
internacional , entrcna m iento ideoma tico y cultural, gastos
p agados de vivienda, cuida dos medicos, oportunidades para
op tar a una escuela p os t grad uad a, elegibilidad no-competitiva
para empleo fed eral, una red de mas de 140,000 Vol untarios
Retornados de Peace Corps, $5,400 al finalizar el servicio, y
m ucho mas .

Es un mundo grande. Se parte de el.

Whoeve r Said
"the best things in life are free"
probabl y had a trust fund.

Expande tus Horizontes
Crece Personalmente y Profesionalmente
y mas que eso..

HAZ LA DIFERENCIA!

PARAAVERIGUA RMAS, LLAMAAL
800-424-8580 X144

TI-IURSDAY 20th
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SOUL• FUNK• REGGAE

Must Be Ovu 21 Years
Featuring D.J. E-from V.
ro Party On Tht 1st Floor 18 +Welcome In The Attk Only
50¢DRAFT + $1 DRINKS - TI LL 11

No Cover Til 1 O

It's everywhere
you vVant to be.(B)

I/You Enjoy 120 Minutes And
~ ~IQ\J ~ Alttrnative Nation On M. T. V.
{\ 51,0V 1 Then This IS Your Night!

LAMEJORMUSICABNpjPANOL

25¢DRINKS, 25¢ BEER, 25
<0 Vis a US.A Inc 19 9S

¢

WINE ~ 8 to 10

21 + N O COV ER till 9:30

